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Abstract:
The author holds that there is no unique philosophical method for good philosophical work on issues of human rights. To the contrary, the same method should govern such research as other philosophical work: the method of 'reflective equilibrium' which seeks the mutual accommodation of moral judgments at various levels of generality to arrive at a consistent theory. 
One of the central philosophical topics - and one which also seems to create confusion among philosophers and other scholars alike - concerns the appropriate relationship between international, legally binding human rights norms and 'moral' or philosophical human rights. One source of confusion is that they both serve as critical standards for, or constraints on, domestic legislation. For this reason they sometimes seem to be conflated. The article considers two prominent recent attempts at addressing or using that relationship: those of Amartya Sen and Charles Beitz, and uses the method of Reflective Equilibrium to indicate some of their strengths and weaknesses.
1. Introduction
Human rights raise several profound philosophical issues, of justification, content and institutional implications. Andreas Follesdal, Professor and Director of Research, Norwegian Centre for Human Rights, University of Oslo. 
This chapter was first presented at the Conference on Methods of Human Rights Research, University of Maastricht, Netherlands, November 23-24, 2007. I am grateful for comments from the participants at that occasion, and from the editors. One of these is how we are to best conceive of the relationship between philosophical and legal understandings of human rights. Philosophical conceptions of human rights are often argued on the basis of moral premises of human dignity and the sanctity of life, while legal conceptions of human rights appeal to a variety of domestic constitutions and international conventions. 

Their interrelation has occasioned much scholarly attention, for many reasons. One concern is what David Forsythe notes in this volume [reference to be added]: Is there a risk that we pay too much attention to legal and other institutional forms of human rights, given that they are at most means to respect, protect and promote human dignity and social justice, somehow conceived? This question is particularly pertinent given two major challenges to human rights research. 

On the one hand, there is a marked absence of internal critical challenges to legal human rights among many human rights scholars. One reason is that these scholars are ‘normative’ in one important sense: they are activists at heart, and these proclivities may dull an appropriately skeptical attitude toward the best case for human rights institutions. This sense of ‘normative’ is importantly different from that of normative political philosophy, within which discipline this article contributes. Many human rights scholars pursue research aimed at promoting certain desired norms or values, namely human rights. There is then a risk that the research agenda is that of a solution – more legal human rights - in search of problems. If this description holds true, we should expect certain weaknesses, such as the bias against problems that the preferred solution cannot address. 

Much philosophy of human rights is also normative, but in a different sense. Normative philosophical research aims to help ascertain the justifiability of various norms and values. The research method of Reflective Equilibrium is a process where we start with our empirical and normative ‘considered judgments’ at different levels of generality, and modify or reject some of them, add new ones, in order to secure consistency, coherence, credibility, and simplicity aimed at obtaining a theory for that issue are.  I explore this philosophical research method in section 4.

The other challenge stems from the growing skepticism among external critics, exactly about the efficiency and efficacy of such legal human rights. David Kennedy is perhaps among the most pointed critics, when he recently claimed that 
The legal regime of 'human rights,' taken as a whole, does more to produce and excuse violations than to prevent and remedy them (Kennedy 2004, 24)
If indeed critics are correct that legal human rights are poor means to promote philosophical rights, at least two strategies are open. We may agree with David Kennedy, to reconsider whether we should endorse legal human rights – or instead defend other, better means. In addition, we may want to reconsider whether the relationship between philosophical and legal human rights is indeed one of ends and means – or whether they are related in more intricate ways so as to rebut or at least recast the criticism. 

In light of these challenges, I submit that there are at least two important reasons to think critically and philosophically about the relationship between the philosophical human rights or human dignity, and the legal human rights. Firstly, in order to assess Kennedy’s claim and the efficacy of legal human rights in general, we need a better, philosophically well grounded conception of human dignity or philosophical human rights. Without a sufficiently clear goal, it will be impossible to select and shape the requisite indicators and scales. 

Secondly, I shall suggest that there are prominent philosophical theories of human rights that hold that the goal – philosophical human rights, social justice, or human dignity – must be specified with an eye to the fact that the subject matter to be achieved and assessed are certain institutions, including the allocation of legal rights and obligations. Thus some rights are not only the means, but also the objective to be secured. The normative goal – ‘human dignity’, and claims of justice among us as human beings, may depend profoundly on, and require, certain kinds of practices and institutions, in particular legal institutions. And such institutions and ties among us may in turn ground further claims among us. Thus, the substantive normative claims based on ‘human dignity’ may depend on whether there are institutional arrangements in place, or that can be put in place; - due to such considerations as our complicity in the threats and promotion of living conditions of others. 
The following presentation contributes to both of these large topics. To illustrate good philosophical research, I sketch two valuable contributions: In section 2, that of Amartya Sen, and in section 3, Charles Beitz’. Sen’s philosophical account of human rights may for our purposes be seen to argue that the claims of individuals are essentially the same across all domains: individuals’ actions, domestic – and global – institutions, and actions by corporate bodies such as multi-national corporations or NGOs. Any differences among obligations of different actors derive mainly from their different opportunities, and are not due to variation in the content of the fundamental moral obligations these agents owe to others.
          
An alternative strategy is to argue that different philosophical human rights - or moral requirements more generally - apply to institutions and to individuals’ actions. Indeed, different standards may be appropriate for different institutionalized practices. We may describe this as an ‘object-dependent moral theory’. For various reasons, some of which are suggested by Politics, philosophy and economics 29-58 (2002)" �Ã\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ T. W. POGGE 'Moral universalism and global economic justice',  Politics, philosophy and economics 29-58 (2002), I prefer this terminology to monism/dualism/nonmonism (Philosophy and public affairs 27 4 (1999): 251-91" �Ã\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ L MURPHY 'Institutions and the demands of justice',  Philosophy and public affairs 27 4 (1999): 251-91), and ‘universalist’/’contextualist’ (Politics, philosophy and economics 1 (2002): 5-28" �Ã\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ D. MILLER 'Two ways to think about justice',  Politics, Philosophy and Economics 1 (2002): 5-28). For instance , the triggers that may warrant disobedience by citizens, or breaches of ‘external’ immunity in the form of humanitarian intervention, or exclusion of corporations from investment, may well be drastically different, even though the triggers are all called ‘human rights violations’. Charles Beitz’ theory belongs in this category.

Section 4 provides a brief sketch of the philosophical research method of ‘Reflective Equilibrium’, which I hold should apply to issues of human rights just as much as to other topics of philosophical inquiry. 

Section 5 goes on to use this method to compare the two approaches of Sen and Beitz, by way of indicating some of the challenges each of them face.  
2. Amartya Sen  
On Sen’s view human rights are significant ethical claims on others generally. Philosophy and Public Affairs 32 (2004): 315-356" A. K. sEN 'Elements of a Theory of Human Rights',  Philosophy and Public Affairs 32 (2004): 315-356. Human rights are claims that certain freedoms are very important, and that all have a moral obligation to consider what they should do to respect and protect these freedoms of everybody. 

The starting point for Sen is thus freedoms – ‘descriptive characteristics of the conditions of persons’ (328), which in turn generate claims on others. Each of us must refrain from violating these freedoms ourselves, and we must also consider ways and means to prevent violations by others of these freedoms (322). The freedoms of concern must satisfy two conditions: They are important for the individual, and they can be influenced ‘by social help’: ‘others could make a material difference through taking such an interest’ (329). Many urgent claims do not amount to human rights because they fail either of these conditions (329-330). 

One of the strengths of Sen’s concern for freedoms is that they express the real opportunities for individuals to achieve valuable combinations of human functionings. This choice of ‘index’ avoids problems with some alternative measures, such as income, which fails to accommodate our different abilities to convert material means into opportunities or freedoms. 

Note three features of this account. Firstly, it is not easy to determine from this article - or others, such as Choice, Welfare and Measurement (Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, 1980a), 353-369." A. K. SEN, 'Equality of what?',  in A. K. SEN Choice, Welfare and Measurement (Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, 1980a), 353-369.; cf. responses by Philosophy and Phenomenological Research I (supplement) (1990): 20G. A. Cohen, 'Equality of what?  On Welfare, Goods, and Capabilities',  in Martha Nussbaum and Amartya K. Sen (editors) The Quality of Life (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1993), 9-29." �Ñ\00\1A\14{\01\02\00\00\00\03\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00ÄÂw8\00\00\00\07\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ"\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00üSÕ\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00˜\16{\01À%{\01\01\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00X\5C{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\07\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00$Ù\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00à\08{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\13\00\02\00\00\00\00Ú\12\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\008\00\01\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00X\5C{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\16\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00$Ù\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|\07\00\00\00m\05‘|�XÑ\00 QÑ\00$Ë\00X\1B7\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00\05‘|\00\007\00m\05‘|�XÑ\00 QÑ\00$Ë\00X\1B7\008\00\01\00\03\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00À\09{\01\00\007\00LÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00\00\007\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00\00\00\00\000Ê×\00\02\00\00\008\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\18\04\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Daniels 1990 #10490\00\13\00 N. DANIELS 'Equality of what: welfare, resources, or capabilities?',  Philosophy and Phenomenological Research I (supplement) (1990): 20, G. A. COHEN, 'Equality of what?  On Welfare, Goods, and Capabilities',  in M. NUSSBAUM and A. K. SEN (editors) The Quality of Life (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1993), 9-29.. In Sen’s defense, such considerations may find room among the ‘many parameters that may be relevant to a person’s practical reasoning.’ (339). whether Sen would agree that institutional distributive justice is a special issue, compared to the obligations individuals have toward one another to promote their freedoms.  One might for instance hold that certain freedoms of some people create particularly urgent claims on some others, due not only to the ability of the latter to assist, but owing to the relationship they stand in.

Secondly, Sen plausibly insists that legislation is only one of several valuable routes to respect and protect such freedoms. Indeed, his focus on freedoms, without apparent concern for whether institutionalized relationships may affect the normative weight of duties to secure such freedoms, is also borne out in his insistence that human rights are not centrally to be understood as legal demands, or grounds for laws (326). He seem to be correct when he writes that ‘It would be a mistake, I would argue, to presume in general that if a human right is important, then it must be ideal to legislate it into a precisely specified legal right…. The necessary change would have to be brought about in other ways.’ (345)
Thus Sen credibly points out that there are good reasons to also consider other ‘routes’ in addition to legislation. He notes the ‘recognition route’ of the nonenforceable 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and later declarations, such as the right to development. And he also stresses the ‘agitation route’ to promote effective social pressure (344).

Thirdly, note that Sen’s account does not provide an absolute obligation to undertake any specific action, but rather requires that individuals give “reasonable consideration to a possible action” (338-39). This move helps him avoid criticism that his account is unduly demanding. 

I conclude that Sen’s conception of philosophical human rights as claims to certain freedoms seems to regard institutions and legal rules only as instruments to implement these claims. The freedoms are defended independently grounded, and the instruments of legalization are presumably sometimes apt, sometimes not. In contrast, Beitz’ theory of human rights provides a markedly different view. He holds that philosophical human rights are best understood to address institutions, and certain institutions in particular.
3. Charles Beitz
Over several decades, and perhaps most clearly in an influential contribution in 2001,  Charles Beitz has offered a philosophy of human rights that for our purposes offers a distinctly different perspective. Beitz 2001. Beitz regards human rights as fundamentally addressed to certain institutional and political issues:
The doctrine of human rights is a political construction intended for certain political purposes and is to be understood against the background of a range of general assumptions about the character of the contemporary international environment. …. as principles for international affairs that could be accepted by reasonable persons who hold conflicting reasonable conceptions of the good life. (276)
He explicitly seeks to understand and justify human rights on the basis of ‘the role they play in international relations.’ (Beitz 2001, 267, 277). That particular social function is to state conditions for institutions, 
the systematic violation of which may justify efforts to bring about reform by agents external to the society in which the violation occurs. (280). 
Beitz goes on to specify that human rights play three different related roles: 1. they constrain the constitutions of states and the rules of international organizations and regimes; 2. they describe the goals for social development appropriate for all contemporary societies; and 3. human rights furnish grounds of political criticism appropriate in global politics by a variety of international and transnational actors (277). 
As an illustration, he indicates how this understanding helps frame the requisite arguments that must be presented and defended in order to justify particular human rights. Democratic institutions, for instance, are justified as instrumental to secure subsistence rights and other urgent human interests (279). 
4.The Method of Reflective Equilibrium 
One prominent mode of philosophical research on normative issues is known as the method of ‘Reflective Equilibrium’ (‘RE’). The name is due to John Rawls’ presentation in A Theory of Justice (A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971a)" �Ñ\00\01\00\00\008\00\00\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\07ÄÂw8\00\00\00\13\00\02\00\00\00\00Û\12\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\008\00\01\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00¨¯|\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00*\00\00\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\02\00àà\00\00\00³z\01\07\00\00\00\18î�|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|¨�Ñ\008\00\00\00\05\00\00\00\00\00\00³z\01\00\007\00\18î�|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|¨�Ñ\008\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00¨¯|\01\00\007\00¬Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00#\00\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FRawls 1971 #360\00\0F\00 John Rawls A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971a)), but the method can be traced to Aristotle. Some also argue that this research method is appropriate for a much broader range of philosophical issues – and indeed characteristic of most scientific method. For elaboration and references, cf �Daniels, Norman, 'Reflective Equilibrium', <<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2003/entries/reflective-equilibrium/>>, Accessed 10 May 2005.\01\01\00�\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|ÿÿÿÿm\05‘|ÞÂÂw\00\00\01\00\07\00\00\00@Ù\12\008\00\00\00£\0F\00\00?Z:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Daniels 2003 #41020\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00HA\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_PèÅ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ N. DANIELS 'Reflective Equilibrium', <<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2003/entries/reflective-equilibrium/>>, Accessed 10 May 2005.. 
4.1 Three main features
For our purposes, the theory of reflective equilibrium as laid out by John Rawls has three main features. 

4.1.1 The aim of arriving at reflective equilibrium is practical: To attain agreement on specific moral issues
For our purposes, the practical puzzles would be those that are central to the philosophy of human rights, e.g. whether Philosophical Human Rights are properly regarded as supreme in some sense, and in what senses, if any, they are ‘universal’; and whether it is morally defensible to hold corporations to standards that are properly called ‘human rights’.

If the method secures agreement among us on such issues, we have a practical justification of our actions and moral judgments. The theory presupposes that there is a shared desire among the parties to arrive at such an agreement on the issues it is applied to. 

In our case, the issue is how we should understand the relationship between philosophical conceptions of human rights, and international legal human rights, as discussed in section 1 above.

4.1.2 The starting points of the procedure are non-foundational empirical and normative ‘considered judgments’
The judgments that the method take as its starting point are of many different kinds:
- empirical information about particular cases and generalizations, eg about the risk of corruption in centralized governments, likely effects of opposition parties;
- moral judgments concerning particular cases (“particular judgments”) –e.g. that markedly different educational or health care opportunities for girls and boys are unjust;
- moral principles – such as a principle of equal respect for all humans; and 
- “second—order judgments”: judgments concerning standards of reasoning, formal requirements on alleged moral principles, etc. 

One of the distinguishing features of the Method of Reflective Equilibrium is that none of these considered judgments (‘CJ’) are regarded as impervious to change as a result of the procedure. That is, any considered judgment is in principle open for modification or rejection when confronted with other considered judgments. This may for instance occur as a result of theoretical considerations: If a particular judgment belonging to the original set of judgments is incompatible with a proposed general principle, it may on reflection be modified, or indeed discarded. A principle with some degree of initial credibility can similarly be discounted if it yields conclusions incompatible with several particular judgments and with other general principles or with empirical findings.

In our case, the starting considered judgments concerning human rights include several general principles. One prominent source – among several - is the Preamble and articles of the UN ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’. �United Nations General Assembly, 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights',  General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948, 1948)\01\06\00J\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|ÿÿÿÿm\05‘|ÞÂÂw\00\00\01\00\07\00\00\00@Ù\12\008\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\00`\00\00\00;\00àà\0C\00\00ÃÂw\00\007\00,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\00`\00\01\00\02\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|\07\00\00\00m\05‘|ä\07É\008\13}\01$Ë\00ÿÿÿÿ8\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00\05‘|\00\007\00m\05‘|ä\07É\008\13}\01$Ë\00ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\008\0F}\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00z\0F\00\00?Z:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt+United Nations General Assembly 1948 #40610\01\02\00\1F\00àà\00\00\00¿H\008:\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_PèÅ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ United Nations General Assembly, 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights',  General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948, 1948)
Philosophical human rights are ‘universal’ in several senses. In particular, all human beings have such claims on others, or on their institutions, regardless of their gender, ethnicity, religion, or nationality: the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family.’
Philosophical human rights are also ‘overriding’, e.g. in the sense that they protect urgently important human interests, and that they should therefore override other legal regulations: ‘Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,..’

4.1.3 The theory claims that there is a rational procedure by which this aim sometimes can be reached. 
The Method of RE holds that arguments among those who disagree on these matters can be conducted according to standards of practical reason accepted by all parties. These standards are the same as those used in scientific arguments more generally. Thus, if an agreement is achieved, it is not a ‘mere’ agreement, in the sense of being generated by some irrational mechanism. Rather, the agreement is in same sense objective. The theory assumes that the parties wish to proceed according to such a procedure. 

4.2 Elaboration
As I shall use the terms, “reflective equilibrium” (‘RE’) is a relation that holds among the CJ of one or more persons. The relation is one of consistency and coherence, in a sense to be explained discuss. CJ in RE are ordered in such a way as to constitute a theory: the set of judgments has a logical structure. Thus the set is temporarily stable, at least in the sense that we are not aware of any internal inconsistency which compels change on logical grounds. 

4.2.1 Partial, Wide, Ideal RE
Depending on the scope of the RE, the CJ may include a small or large part of the person’s total body of empirical and moral judgments. A total RE will include all the moral and empirical judgments of a person. Our main concern will be with limited REs, subsets of these judgments on a specific area in moral philosophy. These judgments involved in a limited or total RE will primarily be principles and particular judgments concerning ethics. This may be called a Partial RE. A Wide RE may also include judgments of empirical theories, such as “background theories” of the person, of social psychology, biology etc.; and theories of (moral) epistemology, standards of relevance for moral arguments, theories about the nature and force of moral utterances, and standards of coherence and consistency. cf. Journal of Philosophy 76 (1979): 256-282" �Ñ\00ÙÀ{\01\01\00\00\00\02\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00ÄÂw8\00\00\00\04\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\15\00\02\00\00\00\00\1B}\01\00\007\00ÌØ\12\00´Ù\12\008\00\00\00ð\06‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\01\00âà\00\00\00ÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\07ÄÂw8\00\00\00\02\00\02\00\00\00\00ÃÂw\00\007\00,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\01\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00@ž{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00@ž{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00Ø\12\00\07\00\00\00ð\06‘|ÿÿÿÿë\06\01\00-\00\00\00°×\12\00`\00\00\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00�W{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00üSÕ\00\00\007\00X\00\00\00\00\00\00\00�W{\01\01\00\00\00`\00\00\00\01\00àà\00\00\00SÕ\00üSÕ\00\00\007\00X\00\00\00\00\00\00\00�W{\01\01\00\00\00`\00\00\00\07\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00\00\007\00\00\007\00X\00\00\00\00\00\00\00�W{\01\01\00\00\00`\00\01\00¥\01\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Daniels 1979 #4220\00\12\00 N. DANIELSs 'Wide reflective equilibrium and theory acceptance in ethics',  Journal of Philosophy 76 (1979): 256-282, �Daniels, Norman, 'Reflective Equilibrium', <<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2003/entries/reflective-equilibrium/>>, Accessed 10 May 2005.\01\01\00�\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|ÿÿÿÿm\05‘|ÞÂÂw\00\00\01\00\07\00\00\00@Ù\12\008\00\00\00£\0F\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Daniels 2003 #41020\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00HA\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_°¨Ë\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ N. DANIELS, 'Reflective Equilibrium', <<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2003/entries/reflective-equilibrium/>>, Accessed 10 May 2005. We might sometimes want to talk about an Ideal RE. This is a wide and total RE where the set of judgments is coherent and consistent with the person’s complete ideal theory of the world, accounting for all her experiences. All the judgments are stable: they will not be withdrawn because they conflict with other judgments or with our experience. They are based on true beliefs and true accounts of the world, however ‘true’ is defined. 

4.2.2 The Method of RE
The “Method of RE” refers to how this equilibrium among judgments is achieved, starting with the various CJs that are inconsistent. The method of RE has sometimes been criticized as being very vague and unspecified: cf. Inquiry 25 (1982): 307-330" J. RAZ 'The claims of reflective equilibrium',  Inquiry 25 (1982): 307-330, 314. Which standards are applied, and how does the process of adjustment proceed? I shall hold that the method applies the ordinary standards of rational acceptability. The method centrally requires that we modify or reject each component CJ, and add new ones, guided by the objective to secure consistency and coherence, until RE is achieved. This method of RE exploits the fact that normative judgments tend to be theory-dependent. In ethics such changes in CJ are likely to occur when the person(s) explore the implications and best premises for each CJ. 

4.2.3. Justification by RE
What sort of ‘justification’ does RE provide? The set of CJs in RE — and each CJ — is justified, in a practical sense, for the person at that time. If several persons agree on the judgments, the RE will be justified for them. They will be able to justify their actions and judgments to each other, on grounds they all assent to. Particular judgments and principles can be justified “from above”: from principles and second—order principles, respectively. Principles and second—order principles can also be justified “from below”: by the sets of particular judgments and principles that follow from them, 
To clarify this terminology, let us apply it to Rawls’ theory of justice. Rawls’ theory constitutes a limited RE: the judgments involved mainly concern the social justice of the major domestic institutions of societies. 

Rawls assumes that the RE will somehow come to be shared by citizens. The set of judgments in RE does not include a theory of moral truth, moral epistemology or a theory of theory—constraints. Still, the theory relies on judgments properly belonging to such theories. The RE is not claimed to be ideal: the judgments are only claimed to be accepted in our time, by many members of Western democratic societies. Thus the RE is liable to change, as are the rest of our judgments, in light of new knowledge, increased reflection and new proposed theories. Rawls claims that his theory is a better RE, in the sense of being closer to an ideal RE, than the other prevailing political theories — particularly utilitarianism. cf A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971b)" �|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|pV{\018\00\00\00\05\00\00\00\00\00\00T{\01\00\007\00\18î�|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|pV{\018\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00°[}\01\00\007\00¬Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00#\00\00\00?Z:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FRawls 1971 #360\00\0F\00 J. RAWLS A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971b), 381. 
4.2.4. Four Norms that guide the method of RE
Four norms guide efforts to bring coherence and consistency to a set of CJ. 
1) Logical consistency
 Considered judgments that are found to be logically inconsistent cannot all be included in the RE: one or more must be adjusted.

2) Coherence
A second standard applied in the method of RE is to secure logical - and causal - structures between considered judgments, to increase the logical structure of the set of CJ we start out with. This standard also requires that new principles or concepts – such as ‘dignity,’ ‘vital needs’, or ‘human rights’ be introduced into the set of CJs, to ensure that particular considered judgments become logically related to each other, so as to allow further checks of consistency. 

There are very few restrictions on the introduction of these principles: they are theoretical constructions or explications. Philosophical Review 60 (1951): 177-197" J. RAWLS 'Outline of a decision procedure for ethics',  Philosophical Review 60 (1951): 177-197,184—185. Specifically, no claim is made that these principles are analyses of the ‘meanings’ of the ethical terms; not what people have intended to assert all along; or the actual psychological or sociological causes of the particular considered judgments, held implicitly or unconsciously by anyone. I here appear to differ with Reading Rawls (New York Basic Books, 1973), 16-53." �{\01\01\00\00\008\00\00\00\03\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00Àô{\01\00\007\00ˆÚ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\15\00\00\00\00\00\00ô{\01 �Ñ\00:Çz\01\02\00\00\00\03\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00ÄÂw8\00\00\00\07\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\0E\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00üSÕ\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00H¿{\010‘{\01\01\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00x/{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\06\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00ˆ�{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\0D\00\02\00\00\00\00Û\12\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\008\00\01\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00x/{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|\07\00\00\00m\05‘|,\10Ñ\00@jÏ\00$Ë\00\18\107\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00\05‘|\00\007\00m\05‘|,\10Ñ\00@jÏ\00$Ë\00\18\107\008\00\01\00\03\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00 ÷{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\05\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00\00\007\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00\00\00\00\00Ø÷{\01\02\00\00\008\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ™\07\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Dworkin 1973 #19460\00\13\00 R. DWORKIN, 'The Original Position',  in Norman Daniels (editor) Reading Rawls (New York Basic Books, 1973), 16-53., 22.)). 

The point of introducing such principles or concepts is to improve the theoretical structure of the set of CJs, and a new principle or concept is appropriate if it enables a better RE, and inappropriate if it does not. 

These two standards seem to underdetermine the direction of modification. Starting with some CJs, it might seem that many consistent and coherent systems can be generated, in very many ways. After all, any number of the judgments may be modified or rejected, and replacing with a any from wide range of new ones - as long as they yield a consistent and coherent fit. There may be at least two responses to this concern. Firstly, it is easier said than done to obtain such consistency and coherence – especially when the resulting set of CJ must also fit in RE with a wide range of empirical findings. Secondly, there are two further standards:

3) Maximize credibility
The third standard reduces the scope of possible modifications: the method must maximize credibility, starting with the original set of CJ that we have some trust in. 

4) Simplicity
Finally, the resulting system of judgments – about particulars and about principles – must be simple. This standard may be easier to apply than to define. It seems mainly to play a role when we are forced to choose between REs that are equivalent according to the other three standards. 
5. The Method of RE applied: Sen and Beitz
To illustrate the method of RE, we now consider some weaknesses of the two accounts sketched above, by Sen and Beitz.
5.1 On Sen: why are Philosophical Human Rights Overriding?
Amartya Sen’s clear account  of a philosophy of human rights has several strengths. For instance, it makes clear how philosophical human rights are needed to serve as a critical standard to assess legal human rights, and helps avoid undue focus on such legal rules to the detriment of other modes of social change.  Moreover, his focus on freedoms helps explain why philosophical human rights are universal: all individuals have reason to value such freedoms.  

One challenge to his account concerns whether it helps justify the CJ that human rights should override other moral concerns, and why legal human rights should override other legal regulations. In deed, Sen notes that claims of human rights must be ‘consolidated with other evaluative concerns ‘(322). So he may want to remain agnostic as to whether these philosophical norms should indeed override other concerns. 

If we seek a defence for the overriding nature of such freedom-based claims, and look at other parts of Sen’s impressive contributions, answers are not easily forthcoming. His elaboration of ‘basic functionings’ - being well nourished, being free from malaria - and ‘basic capabilities’ – the combinations of such functionings the person can achieve The Quality of Life (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1993), 30-53." �{\01\00\007\00ˆÚ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\19\00\00\00\00\00\00�{\01\18jz\01jÂ{\01\02\00\00\00\03\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00ÄÂw8\00\00\00\07\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ"\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00üSÕ\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00¨Ã{\01ðÇ{\01\01\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00Àô{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\07\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\000‘{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\13\00\02\00\00\00\00Û\12\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\008\00\01\00\02\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00Àô{\01\00\007\00¤Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\16\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂwçÃÂw,\00\00\00ÐÙ\12\00.ÄÂw,\00\01\00\07\00\00\008\00\00\00\02\00àà\00\00\00\05‘|\07\00\00\00m\05‘|,\10Ñ\00@jÏ\00$Ë\00\18\107\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00\05‘|\00\007\00m\05‘|,\10Ñ\00@jÏ\00$Ë\00\18\107\008\00\01\00\03\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00@/{\01\00\007\00øÙ\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\05\00\00\00\00\00\00SÕ\00\00\007\00\00\007\00,\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°/{\01\02\00\00\008\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÿÿÿë\06‘|ÉÃÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00ÎÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿÉ\04\00\00?Z:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FSen 1993 #12260\00\0F\00 A. K. SEN, 'Capability and well-being',  in M. NUSSBAUM and A. K. SEN (editors) The Quality of Life  (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1993), 30-53.and elsewhere.  seems to capture many of the central interests human rights should protect and promote. But it remains unclear what reasons he provides to hold that such capabilities – and basic capability equality Choice, Welfare and Measurement (Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, 1980b), 353-369." A. K. SEN, 'Equality of what?',  in A. K. SEN Choice, Welfare and Measurement (Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, 1980b), 353-369.. – should override other preferences, concerns – and other legal regulations. Our considered judgments about human rights seem to imply that they merit more than ‘reasonable consideration’. 

In order to avoid this weakness, I submit that Sen’s approach can develop further some of the arguments presented by Martha Nussbaum. She seeks to defend the view that certain, specified basic capabilities should be regarded as of overriding importance for a legitimate political order, and links this view to human rights. E.g. Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000)" �|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|\00[}\018\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00]}\01\00\007\00\18î�|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|\00[}\018\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\08V{\01\00\007\00¬Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00å\0B\00\00?Z:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Nussbaum 2000 #31210\00\14\00 M. C. NUSSBAUM Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).  

5.2 On Beitz: the Complexity of Object-dependent theories and of multiple roles for Human rights 
Space does not permit a more thorough presentation of Beitz’ views, beyond noting that several other authors (including David Forsythe in this volume) share his approach to regard human rights as fundamentally concerned with institutions.  I here note some areas where the method of RE indicate that further elaboration is required.

Such an object-dependent theory seems at first glance inconsistent, incoherent, and too complex, thus at odds with the norms central to the method of reflective equilibrium. Why should the content of norms depend fundamentally on their objects? And in particular, a normative philosophical theory cannot rest with claims that different fundamental principles of distributive justice as a matter of fact apply to different spheres of life  - as Michael Walzer and others have explored. Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality (New York: Basic, 1983)" �|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|ø\5C}\018\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\00\00\00T{\01\00\007\00\18î�|XØ\12\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|ø\5C}\018\00\01\00\01\00àà\00\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00@V{\01\00\007\00¬Ú\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00K\00\00\00?M:\5Cpc\5CDokumenter\5Cz-keep\5Cz-ProCite 5-AF\5CDatabase\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Walzer 1983 #760\00\10\00 M. WALZER Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality (New York: Basic, 1983), MILLER (2002). It may turn out that such empirical claims about actual variation in legal or social norms cannot be justified, because they rest on normative or empirical principles or claims that cannot withstand criticism in RE. 

At least two sorts of responses can be made on Beitz’ behalf. One is that institutions affect the fundamental content of individuals’ claims on each other. For instance, those who contribute to producing certain goods, have particularly strong claims to a share of these benefits. Thus, within a political order, citizens may have stronger claims to receive a share of the economic and other benefits of the social practices they jointly enable – the ‘common projects’ they are part of. Arguably, many such social practices and institutions are now of global reach, and thus have implications for cross-border claims on the benefits.  
I submit that this is one reason why legal rules, such as those that regulate and even constitute domestic and global relations, warrant different normative standards than the rules for interpersonal interaction. Cf. POGGE (2002); Philosophy and Public Affairs 34 (2006): 113-47" J.  COHEN and C. SABEL 'Extra Rempublicam Nulla Justitia?',  Philosophy and Public Affairs 34 (2006): 113-47.

A second sort of response is that is that philosophical – and legal - human rights can arguably serve several important but very different roles, to help shape and maintain a just state and a just system of states.  Rawls's Law of Peoples: A Realistic Utopia? (Oxford Blackwell, 2006), 299-317." A. FOLLESDAL, 'Justice, stability and toleration in a Federation of Well-ordered Peoples',  in R. MARTIN and D. REIDY (eds) Rawls's Law of Peoples: A Realistic Utopia? (Oxford Blackwell, 2006), 299-317.. These different roles may well require quite different sets of specific human rights, since they serve as triggers for a wide range of actions by many different actors, ranging from compliance with law by individuals to humanitarian armed intervention. Indeed, I submit that historically, human rights have served even further roles. They have been regarded as moral constraints on governors; and as conditions for political obligation, and as a trigger for regicide.  Human rights have also served as conditions for international immunity from military intervention, - and as triggers for various non-military foreign policies of a political unit, such as rights-based international assistance policies, or as conditionalities on loans. Moreover, human rights serve additional functions in federal political orders: e.g. to specify part of the scope of immunity for sub-units to protect their culture from central authorities, and to protect minorities within a sub-unit from local government abuse. This is not an exhaustive list of functions, but for each of these functions the substantive human rights requirements might be quite different. In each case, the triggers labeled ‘human rights’ should reflect the risks and benefits of various actions, including the likelihood of mistaken assessment of violations and the relative prospects for success compared to alternative policies and mechanisms. These assessments will vary depending on the kinds of actions regulated by these different roles.

In closing I note another challenge to Beitz’ account which follows from the fact of multiple roles of human rights. When we apply the method of RI, we should ask whether this account is sufficiently coherent. If indeed human rights norms play at least nine different roles, and quite possibly more, we should ask what unites these different roles or functions? Which features make it helpful to call all of these different norms ‘human rights’, in a philosophical or legal sense? For instance, does it suffice that any practice where basic capabilities or vital interests are at stake, for some of its rules to be labeled ‘human rights’? Or should that term only be used for the exercise of ‘public’ power – which means that corporations cannot commit human rights violations? A satisfactory philosophical theory of human rights should have a clear criterion, that is justified – and that helps bring order and consistency to our considered judgments.
Conclusions
This chapter has sought to explain and illustrate the philosophical research method of ‘Reflective Equilibrium’. We first considered two different philosophical accounts of how to best conceive of the relationship between philosophical human rights and legal rights.  They offered two different sorts of reasons to value institutions that promote human rights. Amartya Sen – at least in the article considered here - regards institutions primarily as instruments to carry out the independently justified philosophical human rights obligations we have against each other. Charles Beitz, on the other hand, holds the view that philosophical human rights primarily should be seen as standards to be applied to particular international institutions or practices, namely as criteria for various forms of inter-state intervention. 

This chapter then laid out some aspects of the philosophical research method of Reflective Equilibrium, and used this method to explore some of the strengths and weaknesses of the two accounts. Some issues must be resolved in order to achieve a more satisfactory reflective equilibrium. We need a theory that helps explain why human rights norms are taken to be universal and overriding – or that offers good reasons to modify these considered judgments about human rights. I have suggested where each of these theories must be further elaborated in order to provide such accounts. Amartya Sen’s theory must include further arguments for believing that human rights norms are overriding – or explain why the best account of human rights requires us to modify this belief. Charles Beitz’ theory must offer some account of whether human rights should continue to be used to regulate a wide variety of institutionalized relationships, and if so which roles his theory would endorse. We would want a theory that explains why each of these social roles are special cases of a more general account of human rights as standards for assessing powerful social actors. 

I conclude, then, that these two theories are of great help in bringing our considered judgments regarding human rights toward more coherence and more consistency. Neither of them seem to have arrived at an ideal state of full reflective equilibrium. It remains to be seen whether they are competing accounts, or whether the changes will render them components of a more justified and credible account of human rights.
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